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1. Introduction 

The full family of functional dependencies was first axiomatized by W. W. Arm-
strong [1]. Different kinds of functional dependencies have also been investigated 
in relational data base theory. The full family of strong dependencies has been 
introduced and axiomatized [2], [3], [4]. 

In this paper j-semilattices and strong operations are defined. We investigate 
connections between full families of strong dependencies, j-semilattices and strong 
operations. We prove that there are one-to-one correspondences between them, 
and j-semilattices completely determine both full families of strong dependencies 
and strong operations. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for an arbitrary 
family of sets to be a full family of strong dependencies. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for a relation to represent a given full family of strong dependencies 
is also given. Finally, we show that for a given j-semilattice /, we can construct a 
concrete relation R, the full family of strong dependencies of which is deter-
mined by I. 

We start with some necessary definitions formulated in [3]. 

Definition 1.1. Let R— {ht, ..., hm) be a relation over the finite set of attributes 
Q, and A, BQQ. We say that B strongly depends on A in R (denoted A~*B) iff 

(Vfc„ h ^ R ^ a i A ) ^ (a) = fc») - (V € ¿ 0 ( ^ 0 0 = W ) ) -

Let SR=((A, B): A-^-B}. SR is called the full family of strong dependencies of R. 

Definition 1.2. Let Q be a finite set, and denote by P(£2) its power set. Let 
YQ F(£2)X P(£2). We say that Y is a full family of strong dependencies over Q if 
for all A, B, C,DQQ, a£Q, 
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51 (W,{a})<Er; 

52 {A,B)ZY, (B,C)£Y, B ^ 0 — (A, C)€Y; 

53 (A, B)€Y, CQA, D Q B — (C, D)£Y; 

54 (A, B)£Y, (C, D)£Y -+ (A UC, BDD)eY; 

55 (A, B)£Y, (C, D)£Y (AHC, BUD)£Y. 

Definition 1.3. Let IQP(Q). We say that I is a fl-semilattice over ß if 
and A,B£I^ACiBa. Let MQP(Q). Denote by M+ the set {DM' : M'QM). 
Then we say M generates I if M+—I. 

J. Demetrovics in [3] showed that for a given fl-semilattice I, there is exactly 
one family N which generates I and has minimal cardinality. 

Lemma 1.4. ([3]). Let IQP(Q) be a fl-semilattice over Q. Let 

N = {A£I: \/B, Ca: A = BC\C - A = B or A = C). 

Then N generates I and if N' generates /, then NQN'. N is called the minimal 
generator of I. (It is obvious that Q^N.) 

It can be seen that if (N2) is the minimal generator of (/2) and l ^ h , 
then N ^ N a holds. 

2. The results 

Definition 2.1. Let / g P(Q). We say that I is an A-semilattice over ß if / 
satisfies 

(1) lis a fl-semilattice, 

(2) for all A£N\Q 

(3a£A)((VB€N\Q)(A et B) -

where N is the minimal generator of I. 

Definition 2.2. The mapping F: P(ß)-»P(Q) is called a strong operation over 
ß if for every a,b£ß and A^P(Q), the following properties hold: 

(1) F(0) = ß , 

(2) a € F ( M ) , 

(3) btF({a})~F({b})QF({a}), 

(4) F(A)= f l 
a£A 

It is easy to see that the set {F({a}): a £ ß } determines the set {F(A): A^P(Q)}. 
The following theorem shows that there is an one-to-one correspondence between 

j-semilattices and strong operations. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let F be a strong operation over £2. Let IP={F(A): A£P(£2)}. 
Then IF is an j-semilattice over £2. Conversely, if I is an j-semilattice over £2, then 
there is exactly one strong operation F so that IF=I, where F(0)=i2, and for 
all a££2, 

f l Ai if 3Af: a^A-XN is the minimal generator of I ) , 
a£A, A,eN\S2 

£2 otherwise. 

Proof. It is clear that for arbitrary strong operation F 

VA, BeP(Q): F(Al)B) = F{A) DF(B) , F(0) £2 

and AQB-*F(B)Q F(A). Consequently, / F = {F(A): A£P(Q)} is a D-semilattice 
over £2. Denote by NF the minimal generator of IF. For all A£NF\£2 if there is no 
attribute a such that F({a})—A, then if A=F(B)(]B]^2) holds, then, according 
to the definition of strong operation, A= f ) F({6,}). This contradicts the defini-

tion of minimal generator. Consequently, there is an attribute a££2 so that 
F({a})=A. It is obvious that a£A. It is clear that A,B£NP implies A?±B, and 
by (3) in the definition of strong operation, for all A£NF\Q: 

(3a£A)((V-B€ NF\£2)(A <t B) - a$B). 

Consequently, IF is an j-semilattice over £2. 
Conversely, we now suppose that I is an ¿-semilattice over £2. Denote by N 

the minimal generator of I. We define the following operation F: 

and for all b, 

F({b}) = 

F(0) = fl, 

n A, if 3A,: b£A„ 
bZA, AtiN\S) 

£2 otherwise. 

It can be seen that for all A£N\£2, where 3a£A: A£N\£2 and ActAf* 
•—a^Ai, we have F({a})=A For all different elements A(A£N\£2) it is easy to see 
that there is an a£A so that F({a})~A. Consequently, \/A£N\£2: 3a££2: F({a})=A. 
We now show that F is a strong operation over £2. It can be seen that b^F({b}\ 
and if there is an A£N\£2 such that b£Ah then F({b})eN+. If a^F({b}) 
holds, then 

F({a»= fl AtQ n ^ = 
aZA, b£At At£N\S} Ai£N\(l 

On the other hand, it can be seen that the set {F({Z>}): b££2} determines the set 
{F(A): A£P(£2)}. Consequently, F is a strong operation over £2. It is easy to see 
that I={F(A): A£P(£2)}. If we suppose that there is a strong operation F' such 
that IF,^I then for all a££2 3b££2: F({a})=F'({fc}). It obvious that a€F'({6}). 
Consequently, F'({a})QF({a}). On the other hand, there is an attribute c so that 
F'({a})=F({c}). Clearly, F({a})QF'({a}) by a£F({c}). Consequently, for all 
A€P(£2), F'{A)— F{A). The proof is complete. 
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Based on Theorem 2.3, it is easy to see that j-semilattices determine the strong 
operations, and for arbitrary i-semilattice I over Q, |7V| in not greater than |£2| +1 . Cle-
arly, there is an algorithm to decide for a given family of sets Ng P(Q) whether N is 
the minimal generator of some i-semilattice or not. The following theorem gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary family of sets to be a full family 
of strong dependencies over Q. 

Theorem 2.4. Let YQ P(Q)X P(Q). Y is a full family of strong dependencies 
i 

over Q if and only if there is a family {E^: i— 1, ..., 1; (J E~ i2} of subsets of Q 
¡=i 

such that 

(i) for all A g Q, (0, A)£Y, 

(ii) for any A,B<g (J Ei - (A, B)£ Y, E,RIA*0 

(iii) ((C,D)£Y, CCiEt 0 ) - Z ) g Et. 
Proof. First we suppose that Y is a full family of strong dependencies over £2. 

Then by (SI), (S3), (S5) for each a£Q we can construct an Et (£; g Q) so that 
({a}, £•,•)€Y, and VE': EczE' imphes ({a},E')$Y. It is obvious that a£Eh and we 

n 
obtain n such .E/s, where n=\Q\. Thus, we have the set E—{Ei:i= 1, . . . ,«; i2}. 

¡=i 
It is easy to see that for all AQQ we have (0, Y. We now assume that 
A={al; ..., ak:aj£Q,j= 1, ..., and is a set such that (A, BJe Y, \/B2 :B1czB2 
implies (A, B2)$ Y. According to the construction of E, it is clear that for each a, 

k k 
there is an E,£E so that ({a,-},£)(Y. By (S4) we have ( U aj, H Eh)= 

j=i j=i 
k k 

= (A, H Ei^Y. By the definition of B1 we obtain f ) Eij<^B1. On the other 
hand/by (A, Bj£Y and by (S3), we have ({a^B^Y for all j (j=i, ..., k). 

k k 
Consequently, 5 x g f | Ei} holds, i.e. Bt= f | Etj. It is obvious that f | £<g 

J=1 j=1 Etr\A^0 

f ) E, . Thus, for all B(Bg f ) E): B^B^ Hence (A, B)£ Y holds. If (C, £>)£ Y, 
j=1 EiViA^et 
CHE^Q, then we assume that a^COEi. On the other hand, suppose that a 
is an attribute such that ({a},E,)£Y, and VE': E^E' imphes ({a},E')<{Y. By 
a^Ei and by (S3), ({a}, ( a j j e Y holds. By (S3) and a^C we obtain ({a j , Y. 
Consequently, by (S2), ({a}, D)£Y holds. According to the definition of E we 
have D<gEt. 

The proof of the reverse direction is easy, and so it is omitted. The proof is 
complete. 

Based on Theorem 2.4 we prove the following result, which shows that between 
full families of strong dependencies and strong operations there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence. 

Theorem 2.5. Let Y be a full family of strong dependencies over Q. We define 
the mapping FY: P(Q)-*P(Q) as follows: 
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Ft{A)={a£Q:(A,{a})£Y}. 

Then FY is a strong operation over Q. Conversely, if F is an arbitrary strong 
operation over £2, then there is exactly one full family of strong dependencies Y so 
that FY—F, where 

Y = {(A, B): A, B£P(Q): B £ F(A)}. 

Proof. Suppose that Y is a full family of strong dependencies over £2. It is 
obvious that Vo£i2: a£FY({a}). By Theorem 2.4 we have (C, D)e Y, CD£'i^0 
imply DQEt. It can be seen that in Theorem 2.4, for any a£Q, 

Fr({a})€{Et: i = 1,...,«; \Q\ = n; U E , = £2}. 
¡=1 

Consequently, ({&}, FY({b}))£Y, b£FY({a}), i.e. bf]FY({A})^0 implies Fr({b})Q 
c f r ( { a } ) . By (iii) in Theorem 2.4 we obtain (A, FY(A))£Y, W€A:ANFY({A})^0 
imply FYG4)gFy({a}). Thus, FY(A)Q f ) M M ) - On the other hand, by (S5) 

aiA 
in the definition of full family of strong dependencies we have \/a£A: ({a}, Fy({a}))£ Y 
implies (A, f | Fy({a}))€F, i.e. f ) F,({a})gFr(A). Consequently, FY(A)= 

= H FY({AJ) holds. Conversely, assume that F is a strong operation over £2, and 

Y= {(A, B): B g F(A)}. We have to show that 7 is a full family of strong 
dependencies. By Theorem 2.4 we set E = {F({a}): a£ £2, |£2|= }. By the 
definition of Y and by P| F({a} = F(A), it is obvious that BQ 

g f ) implies (A,B)£Y. On the other hand, if (C, Z>)6 Y and 

CnF({a})^0 , then we assume that b£Cil F({a}), hence by (iii) in the definition 
of strong operation b£F({a}) implies F({b})QF({a}). It is obvious that DQ 
CF(C)=f)F({d}). By beC, and f l F({d})QF({b}) we obtain DQF({a}). 

He dec 
It is clear that \/AQQ: (0, A), (A, 0)£Y. It can be seen that F=FY. Now, we 
suppose that there is a full family of strong dependencies Y' so that F r = F. By 
the definition of Y and F we obtain Y' QY. If (A, B)£ Y holds, then BQF(A) = 
= Fr(A) holds. By the definition of Fr we have (A, B)£Y'. Consequently, Y'= Y 
holds. The proof is complete. 

Remark 2.6. Clearly, if F1 and F2 are strong operations over £2 ( F ^ F2), then 
Y1^Y2, where Y,= {(A,B): B<^Fi{A)},i= 1,2. 

Based on Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 the next corollary is obvious. 

Corollary 2.7. Let Y be a full family of strong dependencies over £2. We define 
the mapping F : F(£2)—F(£2) as follows: 

Fy(A): {a€£2: (A, M ) € 7 } . 

Let IY~{Fy(A): A^P(Q)}. Then IY is an j-semilattice over £2. Conversely, if I is 
an arbitrary ¿-semilattice over £2, then there is exactly "one full family of strong 
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dependencies Y such that 1Y=I, where 

Y = {(A,B): A,B<iP(Q),A * Q,3A£N\£2: A,HA * 0,BQ f | , N is the 
A,nA*0 
A,ZN\SI 

minimalgenerator of / }U 

U {(/4, B): A = 0 or 3A£N\Q: A,f)A * 0, B£P(£2)). 

Corollary 2.7 shows that between full families of strong dependencies and 
i-semilattices there is a one-to-one correspondence and the j-semilattices determine 
the full families of strong dependencies. 

It is proved (see [2], [3], [4]) that if Y is a full family of strong dependencies over 
Q, then there exists a relation R over £2 so that SR= Y. 

With the aid of the concept of j-semilattice we can construct for a given full 
family of strong dependencies Y a simple concrete relation R such that SR=Y. 

The equality sets of the relation are defined in [4] as follows: 

Definition 2.8. Let R= {h1} ..., hm} be a relation over £2. For 1 s k y g m 
denote by Ei} the set {a£Q: hl(a)=hJ(a)}. 

Definition 2.9. Let Y be a full family of strong dependencies over £2. We say 
that a relation R represents Y iff SR= Y. 

We now prove the following theorem which gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a relation to represent a given full family of strong dependencies. 

Theorem 2.10. Let Y be a full family of strong dependencies, and R= {h1, ..., hm} 
be a relation over £2. Then R represents Y iff for each ad £2, 

FY({a}) = 
n Eu if 3EU: adEtj, 

ae BtJ 

£2 otherwise, 
(1) 

where FY(A)={a£Q: (A, {a})sEF}, and Eu is the equality set of R. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.5, SR—Y if and only if FSR=F holds. Consequently, 
first we show that FS r ({«})= Ei} if 3i?y; a€EtJ, and in other case FSjl({a})=i2 

a 6 Eiz 

holds. Clearly, FSB({a})={fc£i2: {a}-̂ — {6}}. According to the definition of strong 
dependency we know that for any £2, 

where a ̂ 0 , and {a}^*B denotes that B functionally depends on {a} in R, i.e. 

(Vft„ hj€R)(hi(a) = hj(a) - (VbZB)(ht{b) - hj(b))) 

(see [4]). Let us denote by T the set {Eu: a£EtJ}. It is obvious that if T=0 , then 
{a}-^£2, i.e. FSjl({a})= £2 holds. If 7V0 holds, then we set A= f ) EtJ. 
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If T=E (E is the set of all equality sets of R), then it is obvious that 
If TcE then for Eu: E^$T we obtain A,(a) /»>(«)• Consequently, we have 
also A. Denote by A' the set with the following properties: 

It can be seen that A'=A. According to the definition of FSR, we obtain FSil({a})= 
= H EIJ. Thus, if SR=Y then we have (1). Conversely, if FY satisfies (1), then 

a£Etj 
according to the above considerations, for any a££2 we have Fj.({a})= FSjt({a}). 
Because FY and FSR are strong operations over £2, and by Theorem 2.5 we obtain 
YAQQ: FSJA)= FSY,(A). Consequently, FY= FSR holds. The proof is complete. 

Definition 2.11. Let R be a relation, and F a strong operation over £2. We say 
that the relation R represents F iff FSR=F. 

By Theorem 2.10 the next corollary is obvious. 

Corollary 2.12. Let F be a strong operation and R a relation over £2. Then R 
represents F iff for all a£ £2, 

Clearly, from a relation R we can construct the set of all equality sets of R. Con-
sequently, the following corollary is also obvious. 

Corollary 2.13. Let R be a relation and F a strong operation over Q. Then 
there is an algorithm which decides whether R represents F or not. This algorithm 
requires time polynomial in the number of rows and columns of R. 

Based on Theorem 2.10 the next proposition is straightforward and so its proof 
will be omitted. 

Proposition 2.14. Let Y be a full family of strong dependencies over £2. Denote 
N the minimal generator of j-semilattice IY. 

Suppose that N-Q={B1, ...,£,}. We set 
R= {h0, hi, ..., ht} as follows: 

(0 M f A ' > 

(ii) A'a A" implies {a} A", i.e. A" does not functionally depend on {a}. 

n Eu if 3EU: aeEu, A£ E,J 

£2 otherwise. 

for all a££2: h0(a) = 0, 

Then SR=Y holds. 

6» 
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Clearly, Proposition 2.14 shows that from a given i-semi lattice I we can con-
struct a simple concrete relation R such that / = / S j l . Because between D-semi-
lattices and minimal generators there is a one-to-one correspondence, it can be 
seen that (based on Theorem 2.3, Corollary 2.7, and Proposition 2.14) from the 
minimal generators of 5-semilattices we can construct suitable full families of strong 
dependencies, strong operations, and relations. 
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